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Im US Club touareg Forum hat jemeand eine neue und einfache Methode geposted um die
Rückleuchte zu demontieren. Hier ist es, und Hannes wird es sicher gern übersetzen:

Ok, after installing 3 OE towing packages, I have found a way to remove the rear tail lamp in
less than 1 minute and no CRACKS. Even if you have no plans on installing the towing package,
you will still have to replace your bulbs at some point. It is really simple, I've read many threads
about cracked tail lamps and even about the ribbon trick, never tried it, and think I may have
been one of the first to try the OE install myself back in 03. My VW tech told me there was a
TSB about replace the retaining clips with a new revision of them and they are black. Mine are
the old white ones, I took the opportunity to lube them while I had the lamps out.
After several minutes of trying to remove the rear lamp without cracking it or scratching the
paint, I started looking around the garage for a solution. I could get the inner edge (sides with
the screws) pried out about 3/4-1" with very little effort. I grabbed one of my microfiber detail
towels, tied a knot in one end about 3/4-1" in diameter and pushed it into the area at the top of
the lens, between the lens and the paint. I then began to push this knot down the side of the
lamp while supporting, not pulling the inside edge of the lamp. About half way down the outer
side of the lamp, with moderate pressure applied to the exposed side of knot the lamp popped
out. I will take photos for this procedure and put them in the link in my signature Under the
Touareg album. Who knows, maybe VW will create a TSB using my procedure. I literally had it
out in less than 1 minute, no frustration, paint scratches or cracks in the lamp.

WEiter ist hier eine bildfolge der Methode gespeichert:

http://pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/black_944/a…k_944/my_photos
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https://www.touareg-freunde.de/forum/thread/4124-wie-wechselt-man-die-birne-vom-
bremslicht/?postID=69194#post69194
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